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Expanding brackets and solving equations worksheet

These are the simplest type of linear equation and character cannot be easily solved. Resolve 6x-4 =26 Step 1: Rearrange so that x's are alone on one side \Start{Aligned}(+4)\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\\\,,,,\,,,,,6x-4 &amp;; 26 \\ 6x&amp;=30 \end{aligned{ step 2: Divide both sides by the number before the unknown \begin{alignment}(\div6)
\,\,\\\\\\\\\\,\,\,\,\,\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\,\\,\\,\,\,\\,\,\,\,',',',',',',',',''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\\,\\\\,\\\,\\,\,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,\,\,\,\,\,\,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,Solve 12x +8=5x + 36 Step 1: Rearrange so that all x's are on one side \start{aligned}(5x)\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\12x\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\12x &amp;\\\\\\\. 5x+36 \\ 7x+8 &amp; 36\end{Aligned} Step 2: Follow the steps for type 1 \Start{Aligned}(-36\end{Aligned} Step 2 : Follow the steps for type 1 \start{aligned}(-2 7x+8 &amp; 36\\\,\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\,\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\.\\\\.\\\\\\\\\\\.\\\\\\.\\\\\.\\\\\\.\\\\\\\\.\\\.\\\\\\.\\\\\\\.\\\\\\\\\\.\\\\\\\\\\.\\\\\\\.\\\\\\\\.\\\\\\.\\\\\.\\\\\\\\\\.\\\\\\.\\\\But this time it will contain brackets. The brackets are a barrier to our solution so we need to expand all brackets first. Aligned}3(2x-6) &amp; 2(5x +3)\\ 6x-18 &amp;=10x+6\end{Aligned} Step 2 : 2 \ בצע את השלבים מסוגbegin{begin{-){מיושר
6,,\,\,\,,\,\,,\,\,,\,,\,,\,,\,,\,,\,,\,,\,,\,\,,\,,\,,\,,\,,\,,\,,\,,\,,\,,\,\,,\,,\,,\,,\,,\,,\,,\,,\,,\,,\,\,,\,\,\,,\,,\,\,,\,,\,,\,\,,\,,\,,\,,\,,\,,\,,\,,\,\,\,,\,\,,\,,\,\,,\,,,\,,,,,\,,,,\,,,\,\,\,\,\,\,\\,\,\,\(6x -24 &amp;amp; 10x \\\div4) \\,\,\\\\\\\\\\,\\,\,\,\\,\\\10x \\\div4) \\,\,\\\\,\\,\,\\,\\\10x \\\div4) \\,\,\\,\\,\,\,\,\,\\10x \\\div4) \\,,\\\\\\,\\,\\,\\,\,\\\10x \\\\div4) \\\,\\,\\,\,\,\,10x \\\div4) \\,\,\\,\\,\,\,\,\\-10x \\\div4) \\,,\,\,\,\,\,\\--------------- תמיד עליך לנסות ולהסיר תחילה את השברים לפני ביצוע חישובים אחרים. Resolve \dfrac{4x+5}{5} = \dfrac{x+17}{3} Step 1: Multiply the fractions to do this We multiply both
sides of the equation by the methano of the fragments, first (\times5) then (\times3). \beginner-aligned(\times5) {3} {5} \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------4x+5 &amp;; \dfrac{5(x+17)}{3} \\\\\ \\\\,\,\,\,\\,\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\,\\\\\3(4x+5) &amp;amp;
5(x+17)\end{align} Step 2: Follow the steps of type 3 Multiply the brackets first, \{begin aligned}3(4x) +5) &amp; 5(x+17)\\ 12x+15 &amp;amp; 5x+85\end{align}, and then solve the equation, \begin{align}(-15)\ --12x+15 A square or square root is often another final step toward solving a particular equation. Example 1 – includes a square to solve 5x^2 = 320 First we solve the equation is the same as type 1 \start{aligned}
(\div5)\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\\\,\\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\,\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\Finally we must perform the opposite action to the square, square root. --,1 עונה
3  – כולל שורש מרובע לפתור2  דוגמה10 \פרקsqrt{x} = 15  \להתחיל}מיושר1 \(}ראשית אנו פותרים את המשוואה כמו סוגdiv3)\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\,\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\,\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ ריבוע,לבסוף עלינו לבצע את הפעולה ההפוכה לשורש מרובע. =Start,{2)\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- =Start,{2)\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\.\\\\\\\\\\---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- On the equation side, we'll get rid of +1 by subtracting 1 on both sides. Then, the equation becomes 2x = 1 then, all that is left to get x on its own by dividing both sides by 2 to get, x
=\dfrac{1}{2} To get the fixed terms (numbers) only on one side of the equation, we will dispose of -3 by adding 3 to both sides. Then, the equation becomes \dfrac{1}{2}x =10 then, all that is left to get x on its own by multiplying both sides by 2 to get, x=20 \begin{aligned} 12k-1&amp;=6k-25 \\ 6k &amp; -24 \\ k &amp;amp; -4 \end{aligned} \begin{aligned} 3(2m+6) &amp;amp; 2(m-3) \\ 6m+18 &amp;amp; 2m-6 \\ 4m &amp;amp; -6\end{aligned} \begin{align} \frac{x^2}{5} &amp;amp; 31.25
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0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 View the U.S. version. Solve these equations. You may want to expand (or multiply) the brackets first. Level 1-3 The process by which we remove brackets is called expanding (or multiplying) the brackets. This is the opposite process to
the cause. To expand 3(x+2) we need to multiply 3 by x and by 2 \textcolor{red {3}}(\textcolor{lime green}{{=====text color{blue}{2}) = (\textcolor{red}{3}\times textcolor{{lime - (\textcolor{red}{3}\times \textcolor{blue}{2}) = text color{red}{3}\textcolor{limegreen}{x} + \textcolor{purple}{6} It can become more difficult as conditions become more ent ent ent entaching. Expand next text , 2(3a+5) [1 mark] The green arrow displays the first calculation 2 \times 3a = 6a The red arrow displays the second calculation 2
\times 5 = 10 It gives the final answer as 6a +10 Expand the following options, -2y(2x-7y) [2 symbols] The green arrow displays the first calculation -2y \times 2x = -4xy The red arrow displays the second calculation -2y \times -7y = 14y^2 It gives the final answer as -4xy +14y^2 when expanding double brackets We need to multiply each of the things in the first bracket by each of the things in the second bracket. The FOIL method is a way to ensure this every time. F – First, O – Outside, I – Internal, L – Last using
foil method will always give your answer in the same form, all you have to do is simplify by collecting terms like. Text color in text color using FOIL expands and simplifies the following text (x + 3)(x - 4). [3 symbols] Using foil method we get F = \textcolor{red}{x==times x = x^2} O = \textcolor{green lime}{x\times -4 = -4x} I = ==text color{purple}{{ 3 =times x = 3x} L = \textcolor{blue}{3 =times -4 = -12} We must collect terms like to simplify our answer to our answer We need to multiply everything inside the bracket by
3xy, Therefore 3xy (x ^2x-8) \\ = 3xy \times x^2 + 3xy \times 2x + 3xy \times (-8) \\ = 3x^3y + 6x^2y - 24xy We To multiply everything within the bracket by 9pq, thereby 9pq(2 - pq ^2 - 7p ^4) \\ =9pq \times 2 - 9pq \times pq^2 - 9pq \times 7p^4 \\ = 18pq -9p^{2}q^3 - 63p^{5}q We need to make sure we multiply everything in the left bracket by anything in the right bracket. By using FOIL or another method of remembering to do any multiplication, we get (y-3)(y-10) \\ = y\times y +y\times(-10)+(-3)\times y +(3)\times(-10) \\ =y^2 -10y -3y +30 then, Collect as terms we get the result of the extension being y^2 -13y + 30 we need to make sure we multiply everything in the left bracket by anything in the right bracket. By using FOIL or another method of remembering to do any multiplication, we get (m+2n)(m-n) \\ = m\times m+m\times(-n)+2n\times m +2n\times(-n) \\ = m^2 -nm +2nm - 2n^2 then, Collect as terms we get the result of the extension being m^2 + nm - 2n ^2 first, we can write it as two sets of brackets,
(2y^2+3x)^2=(2y^2+3x)(2y^2+3x) Using FOIL and collecting as terms, we get (2y^2+3x)(2y^2+3x) \\ =2y^2\times2y^2+2 ^2\times3x+3x\times2y^2+3x\times3x \\ =4y^4+6xy^2+6xy^2+9x^2 \\ = 4y^4+12xy^2+9x^2 Try a repair card in this topic. This page lists recommended resources for teaching algebraic topics in key stage 3/4. A huge thank you to all the people and organizations that share teaching resources. Quick Links: Creating Expressions | Function Machines | Simplifying Expressions | Extend Single
Brackets | Expand Double Brackets | Cubic Extension | Factoring (single brackets) | Rearrange Formulas | Replacing | Linear Sequences | Quadratic Sequences | Other Sequences | Linear Equations | Inequality | Square Inequality | Linear Graphs | ATV | Experimenting and Improving | Iteration | Simultaneous equations | Algebraic Fractures | Functions | Graph functions | Graph Regulations | Proof and Algebraic Identities | Equation of circle and tangent | Curve Gradient | Area under Graph | Release In addition to
the resources listed below, see my algebra presentation blog post for more ideas. Creates one incorrect simplification expressions - Median Don Dale Expanding individual brackets [back-to-top] Expanding double brackets factory (single brackets) [back to head] Formula rearrange [back-to-top] Swap [back-to-head] swap networks (interactive) - Flash math sequences to Linear [Back to Top] Square Sequences [Back to Head] [Back to Head] Steps to Solving Equations - Linear Equation of Flash Mathematics
[Back to Top] [Back to Top] Steps to Solving Equations - Queer Equation of Map [Back to Top] [Back to Top] Steps to Solving Equations - Equation Quiarian Equation of Maps [Back to Top] [Back to Top] [Back to Top] Steps to Solving Equations - Linear Equations of Map Above] Linear and Graphic Inequality [Back to Head] Introduction to Inequality - projectmaths.ie [Back To Top] Linear Graph Plot Equations - Gradual Mixed parallel and vitarian interception [back up] Square practice factory from @DJUdall
square disks - Colmanweb Trial and Improvement See my blog in law and improvement for ideas and resources If you find broken links please send broken links please email resourceaholic@gmail.com. resourceaholic@gmail.com .
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